1 TU Wien EULiST Task Status

In Task 1.5 Strategy for SDGs the new contact point is Sabine Neff. Task 2.4 in Sustainable Campus Initiative TU Wien’s position is still open. Task Co-lead for 2.2/3 is open. Maria Dorfer-Frick is going to support WP3.

Anton Arnold, who’s a professor at the Faculty of Mathematics, informs the participants about a common study programme called Intermath that’s organised in collaboration with L’Aquila, TU Hamburg, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, and Université Côte d’Azur. The programme is funded for 30 students via Erasmus Mundus and by L’Aquila.

Task 5.5.: An office for communication shall be established

Task 5.4.: Three virtual roundtables are planned

Joint course catalogue: It’s being coordinated by TIB Hannover. The template for courses from the individual universities is in the making.
Connected to this Gergely Rakoczi oversees having an overview of activities and budget. The project management is task of the WP leads.

Experience that in part there exists different interpretations what the tasks need to be doing. For example, different task members argue for either research data infrastructure or research service infrastructures such as laboratories.

WP3 experienced a recent uptick in activity after all leads and coleads are assigned. A first deliverable is due in autumn. On 21 May a workshop is taking place in Vienna. Some participants from other work packages have agreed to participate as well.

In WP4, for the second Friday for Research, discussing material science, Prof. Stampfel agreed to present.

A discussion revolves around what takes priority. Whether one may delay other activities in favour of EULiST activities. Who does decide this? What are the hopes of TU Wien when it comes to EULis?
Anton Arnold notes “Advantages are often not visible in advance”

2 GA Brno

The status is reported and visible on the slides.

TU Wien is represented with a delegation of 16 participants. Before the general assembly a delegation from LUH visits Vienna and the German Embassy located here. TU Wien is represented by Jens Schneider, Paolo Budroni, Ingrid Bauer and Marianna Heiß.

3 Student Conference

The status is reported and visible on the slides.

4 Focus EULiST Projects

Discussions were had regarding the distribution and us of budget and the tasks fo the coordination office. One key aspect was how in the alliance the role of in-kind contributions and the payment of personnel is handled. The opinion was that WP leads should decide what is done and whose budget is used.

TU Wien should weigh how to distribute the budget.

5 Upcoming events

- 16th May: 7th Jour Fixe
- 22nd to 24th May: General Assembly
- 30th June to 4 July: Student Conference